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INTERMEDIATE AGILITY 

Student Notes - Week 5 

Early Directionals 
The instructions “HERE” and “OUT” convey directional movement relative to your position to the dog.  “HERE” is 

used to cause the dog to turn or move laterally towards your position and “OUT” is used to cause the dog to move 
laterally away from your position. The following exercises will help you work on these important directionals. 

TEACHING HERE AND OUT___________________________________ 

In the first exercise, run with your dog as the dog performs two jumps in a straight line. A 
“trap” jump is set nearly (but not quite) in the dog’s path. To avoid the dummy jump, use a 
“HERE” to convey to your dog to come in towards you so that you can move past the jump. 

While your dog might initial be tempted by the dummy jump, you’re “HERE” conveys to the 
dog to come away from the jump. If your dog decides to take the dummy jump, withhold all 
praise or respond only with an unemotional “Uh Uh”. Then repeat the exercise. Leave it to the 
dog to sort out what earns praise and reward, and what does not.  If the dog keeps getting it 
wrong move the trap jump out further to make it less desirable. 

OUT_____________________________________________________ 

Having worked on “HERE”, it’s time to work on the reciprocal instruction – “OUT”. The 
illustration shows that you initially take a path parallel to the dog’s path. Then step in towards 
the dog (encroaching on the dog’s space), give a hand signal towards the offset jump, and 
instruct the dog to “OUT”! This will push the dog away from you toward the middle jump. As 

the dog’s nose turns toward the second jump, give a “JUMP” instruction. After the second 
jump call the dog to “HERE” and give a “JUMP” signal for the third jump. 

If your dog doesn’t take the offset jump, withhold all praise or respond only with an 
unemotional “Uh Uh”. Then turn around and return to the starting position for the exercise. 
Repeat the exercise. Leave it to the dog to sort out what earns praise and reward, and what 
does not.  If the dog keeps getting it wrong, move the middle jump in further to make it more 
desirable. 

SEQUENCING WITH WEAVE POLES______________________________ 

Up to this point, you have primarily worked with the weave poles in isolation. This exercise makes the weave 
poles part of a sequence. If your dog has learned weave poles, this exercise will help him understand that you will 
frequently ask him to perform weave poles in the context of a larger sequence of obstacles. 

1. Do the weave poles by themselves. Praise your dog and give a treat. The jump should NOT be performed in 
this first step, though your dog will be able to see clearly that it is there. 

2. Do the weave poles. Praise your dog briefly and then send him over the jump. Step out to the side and call 

your dog back around the jump. Don’t let your dog back jump. Praise and give a treat. 

3. Now reverse the order of the exercise. Do the jump all by itself. Praise your dog and give a treat. 

4. Do the jump, praise briefly, and then send to do the weave poles. When he’s gone down the line of poles, 
praise and give a treat. 

5. Finally, do a jump, praise briefly, then send to the weave poles, praise briefly, then send over the last jump, 
and give a treat.  Note that the dog is learning that while there may be praise after one obstacle, the actual 
reward doesn’t come until the dog has done more than obstacle, which is the beginning of sequencing. 


